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Cavity ring-down spectroscopy is a recently developed technique for highly sensitive detection of atomic and
molecular absorptions. Here, we demonstrate the application of this technique to the measurement of kinetics
that occur on the same time scale as the loss of light intensity from an optical cavity. We report rate constants
for the reactions NO+ NO3 f 2NO2 and OH+ HNO3 f H2O + NO3 at 296 K, measured as a test of this
method. Observed ring-down profiles with a changing absorber concentration match calculated profiles, and
fits to these profiles produce rate constants that agree with literature values to within the uncertainty of the
measurements. The technique is general and should provide a simple means of measuring kinetic parameters
for fast reactions. We also note the possible uses of this method for a variety of kinetics experiments and the
outlook for future improvements.

I. Introduction

Flash-photolysis kinetic spectroscopy is a half-century-old tool
for the measurement of reaction rate constants.1 First invented
by Porter and Norrish for studies of fast radical-molecule
reactions, the technique originally used flash lamps to both
photolytically produce and optically probe reactants and prod-
ucts, and a spectrograph with photographic plates as a detector.
The idea was simply to measure a time-dependent absorbance
by varying the delay between photolysis and probe flash lamps.
Improvements in the methodology over the next decades
included the use of monochromator-photomultiplier combina-
tions, diode array spectrometers, CCD cameras, and, of course,
laser light sources. These modifications improved the signal-
to-noise and extended the technique to the study of a large
number of systems, and further improvements continue to date.
One of the key aspects of many such studies is the necessity to
measure concentrations of a reactant or a product at discrete
times following the initiation of a reaction, such that the duration
for detection is negligible compared to the reaction time (i.e.,
the concentration of the probed species does not change during
the detection period).

Cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS)2-5 is a recently
developed technique for highly sensitive detection of gas-phase
atomic and molecular absorptions. Since its invention twelve
years ago,2 it has seen increasingly widespread use. Injection
of a laser light pulse into an optical cavity formed by two (or
more) highly reflective mirrors leads to a single-exponential loss
of light intensity via transmission through the end mirrors that
can be monitored with a detector situated at the cavity output.
The time constant for the empty cavity loss (τ0) is variable,
depending on the reflectivity of the mirrors but can range up to
hundreds of microseconds.6 The resulting effective path length

traversed by the light is on the order of tens of kilometers, much
longer than that achievable with a conventional absorption
spectrometer even using a multipass cell. If an absorbing species
of constant concentration is present in the ring-down cell, the
intensity loss still follows a single-exponential decay but with
a shorter time constant,τ. The difference betweenτ andτ0 is
directly related to the absorbance,R, the product of the
absorber’s number density and absorption cross section. The
defining characteristic of CRDS is the transformation from the
intensity domain, used for conventional absorption spectroscopy,
to the time domain. Time domain measurement allows not only
for the increased effective path length and consequent sensitivity
but also for detection that is immune to noise fluctuations in
the light source.

Cavity ring-down is an excellent detection method for
measuring kinetics of radical species, particularly those that are
not accessible via fluorescence excitation (i.e., molecules whose
excited states predissociate or collisionally quench). The
sensitivity of CRDS allows detection of radicals at concentra-
tions low enough to suppress secondary chemistry such as self-
reactions. Additionally, CRDS can easily be used as a detector
in a pulsed-photolysis or discharge-flow configuration. Yu and
Lin7 pioneered the use of CRDS for kinetics measurements in
1993. Subsequently, Lin and co-workers used CRDS to measure
kinetics of benzyl radical8-16 and NH2 radical17 reactions.
Atkinson and Hudgens used the same method to monitor
reactions of ethyl radicals,18 propargyl radicals,19 and chloroallyl
radicals,20 and Atkinsonet al.21 studied IO kinetics. Zhu and
co-workers have used CRDS detection to study HCO formation
and loss after photolysis of several aldehydes,22-25 and they have
also investigated vinoxy radical reactions using CRDS.26 Other
recent applications have included vinyl radical absorption cross
sections and kinetics,27 HCO formation from reaction of O(3P)
with alkenes,28 and formation of BrO radicals.29

As noted above, any kinetic spectroscopy requires that the
detection time be negligible compared to the reaction time.
Because CRDS detection requires a finite time for photons to
exit the cavity, the constraint for a kinetics experiment is that
the absorber concentration not change significantly on the ring-
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down time scale. All of the aforementioned studies employed
CRDS in this mode, using it as a sensitive detector to measure
concentration at a series of discrete times after the photolytic
initiation of a reaction. There is, however, another approach
that to our knowledge has not been previously demonstrated:
the case in which the concentration of the probed species
changes on the ring-down time scale, i.e., the characteristic time
for loss or formation is approximately equal toτ0. In this
configuration, the decay of light intensity out of the optical
cavity is no longer a single exponential but rather a more
complicated function of time that depends on the kinetics. There
are several potential advantages to this approach. First, the entire
measurement takes place in a single shot. Unlike a series of
measurements taken at several discrete delay times after the
generation of the absorbing species (for example by photolysis),
a single ring-down temporal profile contains all of the relevant
information; thus, it does not require, in many cases, that the
initial concentration of the absorber be the same during the
measurement of a temporal profile of the absorbing species.
Second, the approach does not require that the absorber
concentration be approximately constant on the ring-down time
scale and, thus, does not limit the maximum measurable rate
of the reaction. In contrast, it requires the concentration to
change significantly during the ring-down process. As shown
below, it is possible to extract kinetic parameters for an order-
of-magnitude range of first-order (or pseudo first-order) rate
constants near 1/τ0. For the case of pseudo first-order kinetics,
large first-order rate constants imply large concentrations of the
excess reactant, ensuring that the pseudo first-order approxima-
tion is always valid. Third, the experiment is optimal under the
condition of largeτ0 because there is no conflict between a large
τ0 value and the approximation that the absorber concentration
remains constant on the time scale ofτ0. The highest sensitivity
(and thus smallest absorber concentrations) occurs in the same
regime as the most accurate kinetic measurements. Last, as
discussed further below, this approach has potential applications
to a variety of kinetic systems.

Because the kinetics and the ring-down occur simultaneously,
we call the technique Simultaneous Kinetics and Ring-down,
or SKaR. The next section develops expressions for light
intensity time profiles for simultaneous reactive loss/formation
and ring-down decay and shows the results for several different
common rate expressions. All of the anticipated ring-down
profiles are analytical functions. We then show how kinetic
parameters can be extracted from the measured decays and
present a general relationship between any observed ring-down
decay and the time dependence of the absorber concentration.
In the results section, we apply these models to measurement
of the rate constants for two different reactions involving NO3

radical.

Nitrate radical is a convenient target for SKaR measurements
because of its strong absorption bands in the visible near 623
and 662 nm,30 where high reflectivity (i.e., reflectivity,R,
approaching 99.999%) mirrors are available. Reactions (R1) and
(R2) have well-known rate constants and, thus, provide excellent
model systems for kinetics experiments that measure the loss
of reactant and the appearance of a product, respectively. Our
SKaR measurements reproduce the literature values for the two
rate constants,k1 andk2, to within the experimental uncertainty.

II. Model SKaR Profiles

The instantaneous loss rate of light intensity,I, propagating
along the axis (defined below as thex-axis) of an optical cavity
with a variable absorber concentration is given by the following
expression.

Here,R is the absorbance, the product of the absorber number
density and cross section (base e),T is the transmissivity (1-
R) of each mirror, assuming the cavity is composed of two
identical mirrors,L is the cavity length, andLA is the length
over which the absorber is present. The first term in eq 1 is the
Lambert-Beer Law. If LA/L is less than unity, i.e., if the
absorber is not present over the entire cavity length, the first
term is an average of the loss due to absorption over the entire
cavity length on each pass. The second term is an additional
intensity loss that averages the discrete intensity loss that occurs
at each encounter with the mirrors over the entire cavity length.
Both terms in eq 1 are good approximations in the limit where
the loss on a single pass can be represented differentially with
respect to the overall loss process. For simplicity, we will
assumeLA/L is unity in the following. Substitution into eq 1 of
dx ) c dt, wherec is the speed of light, andτ0 ) L/cT gives

If one assumes a constant absorber concentration, eq 2 yields
the already well-known result for single-exponential intensity
decay.3,5

On the other hand, substitution into eq 2 ofR ) R(t) ) σ
[A]( t), where [A] is the absorber concentration, followed by
integration gives

Here, I0 is the intensity at time zero, which may be any
arbitrary time during the course of the decay. Equation 4 is a
general expression forI(t) because we have not yet specified
the form of [A](t). We now derive expressions forI(t) in some
frequently encountered kinetics cases.

Case A: First-Order Loss. Perhaps the most common
kinetics experiment is the measurement of a first-order (or
pseudo first-order in the case of a bimolecular reaction)
disappearance of a reactant. In this case, the absorbing species
has a single-exponential loss, [A](t) ) [A] 0 exp(-k′ t), where
[A] 0 is the initial reactant (absorber) concentration andk′ is the
first-order rate constant. Substitution of this equation into (4)
and integration gives the following expression forI(t).

Here,R0 ) σ [A] 0 is the absorbance att ) 0. In this case, the

NO3 + NO f 2NO2 (R1)

OH + HNO3 f H2O + NO3 (R2)
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decay at short times (where 1- e-k′t ≈ k’ t) matches that of a
cavity with a time-independent absorbanceR0, and at long times
(where 1- e-k′t ≈ 1) goes to the empty cavity decay (i.e.,I0

exp(-t/τ0) with the intensity reduced by a constant factor of
exp(-cR0/k′). Thus, in principle, if one knewR0 independently,
one could roughly estimate the rate constantk′ simply from the
long-time ratios of the signals.

Case B: First-Order Production. If the absorber is not a
reactant but rather a product of a first-order reaction, one may
also measure the first-order rate constant from the product
appearance. In this case, the time dependence of the absorber
concentration is [A](t) ) [A] ∞(1 - e -k′t), where [A]∞ is the
product concentration after the reaction has gone to completion.
Substituted into eq 4, this form of [A](t) gives

As above,R∞ ) σ [A] ∞. In this case, as expected, the decay
behaves like that from an empty cavity at short times and goes
to the single-exponential decay of the empty cavity plus the
absorber at long times.

Case C: Consecutive First-Order Production and First-
Order Loss. In the case where the monitored species arises
from first-order production (with a first-order rate constant,kP′),
there is typically a first-order loss (with a first-order rate
constant,kL′) that one must also account for in order to
determinekP′. The following two equations give the absorber
concentration, [A](t), for the case of such consecutive reactions
and the resultingI(t) from eq 4, respectively.

In eq 7, [X]0 is the initial concentration of the limiting
reactant. In eq 8,R0 is the product ofσ (the absorption cross
section of the reaction product, A) and [X]0, which is nearly
the same as the parameterR∞ for case B above ifkL′ is much
less thankP′ (i.e., the loss is small compared to production). If
kL′ is comparable tokP′, then theR0 parameter in eq 8 will be
significantly smaller than theR∞ parameter in eq 6.

Analytical expressions for other rate laws can be derived.
For example, the expression for a second-order loss of a reactant/
absorber following the rate expression [A](t) ) [A] 0/(1 + kt[A] 0)
is

However, this kinetics case has not been demonstrated here.31

The expressions in eqs 4-9 are analytical, and one could, in
principle, fit observed ring-down temporal profiles directly to
them. However, definition of a function Ratio(t) that is the ratio
of the intensity profile with kinetics to that measured for the
empty cavity (i.e., no absorber) simplifies the data analysis and
makes the fit more robust.

Because the denominator in eq 10 is just the empty cavity
profile, it is easily measured experimentally, and one need only
take the ratio of two measured ring-down profiles to generate
this function. For each of the cases described above, the ratio
is given by the following expressions.

Consecutive first-order production and first-order loss:

Fits to eq 10a- c remove the dependence of the observed ring-
down on the empty cavity decay time and the initial intensity
present in eq 5-9. Examples of experimental observation and
fits to Eq 10 a-c appear in the Results section.

Finally, it is worth noting that the method outlined above is
general and, in principle, does not require an analytical function
for the time dependence of the absorber concentration, [A](t).
The measured ring-down profiles yield the temporal profile of
the absorber directly since the time derivative of the logarithm
of eq 10 recovers [A](t).

Here, we have explicitly included the factorLA/L from eq 1.
Clearly, if desired, one could extract an arbitrary time profile
of absorber concentration in absolute units from observed ring-
down intensity profiles in the presence and absence of the
absorber. We demonstrate the calculation of the absolute
concentration temporal profiles from eq 13 at the end of the
next section. In practice, the [A](t) profiles from eq 13 depend
on the accuracy of the numerical differentiation step. Thus, a
fit to eq 10 is likely to be a more accurate method to determine
rate constants where analytical integration of [A](t) is possible.

III.Demonstration of Rate Constant Measurement

Experiments. The CRDS apparatus has been described
previously.32 Here, we detail only the changes necessary to
obtain kinetic data on NO3 radicals produced upon photolysis
and undergoing reactions on the time scale of the CRDS
experiment. A Nd:YAG laser pumped dye laser tuned to either
623 or 662 nm with a pulse duration of 6-8 ns was used for
measuring ring-down signals. The intensity of light escaping
from the rear mirror was collected by a PMT, digitized in an

I(t) ) I0 exp[-(cσ∞ + 1
τ0

)t +
cR∞
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oscilloscope, and processed in a computer. The high reflectivity
mirrors used in this work resulted in empty cavity ring-down
time constants (τ0) between 100 and 160µs, depending on the
wavelength of the light. Theseτ0 correspond to mirror reflec-
tivities of 99.997% and 99.998%.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experiment modified for
the photolysis experiments. This apparatus is nearly identical
to the one described in our previous paper,32 with the exception
of the inclusion of a photolysis pulse orthogonal to the ring-
down beam. This arrangement is similar to the apparatus of
Atkinson et al.18,19,21A KrF excimer laser produced UV light
pulses with duration of 10-20 ns at 248 nm. The output energy
of the laser was∼100 mJ per pulse. The beam was attenuated
by quartz filters to the desired pulse energies. A cylindrical lens
(f ) 1 m) shaped the photolysis beam into a 0.5× 3 cm ribbon
of light aligned to the axis of the reactor. The ring-down beam
passed through the middle of this photolysis volume. As shown
in the figure, the cell consisted of a purge volume at each end
and a quartz tube in the center. The purge volumes efficiently
suppressed contamination of the mirrors from exposure to
corrosive gases such as nitric acid. This was demonstrated by
the value ofτ0 measured before being the same as that obtained
after the introduction of gases such as HNO3 and N2O5.

The overall path length of the cell was 95 cm. The total
pressures in all experiments varied between 12 and 200 Torr.
Calibrated mass flow meters measured the gas flows, which
determined the concentrations of the radical precursor and the
linear flow velocities of the gases through the reactor. An
absorption cell located downstream from the ring-down cell was
used to measure the concentration of N2O5 or HNO3 radical
precursors. During all the measurements reported here, we
monitored the NO3 radical at either 623 or 663 nm, where its
absorption cross sections are 1.5 and 2.2× 10-17 cm2

molecule-1,30 respectively. All experiments were carried out at
room temperature, 296( 2 K.

To measurek1, the rate constant for (R1), NO3 was generated
by 248 nm photolysis of N2O5. The absorption cross section of
N2O5 at 248 nm is 4.5× 10-19 cm2 molecule-1,33 with a
quantum yield near unity.34,35The initial concentrations of NO3
produced from photolysis were in the range of 0.4 to 4× 1012

cm-3. It was necessary to minimize the NO2 concentration,
which was present as an impurity in NO or was produced due
to the thermal decomposition of N2O5. The NO2 in NO was
removed by using a trap maintained at 195 K and located
between the bulb containing NO and the reaction cell. The
resulting NO2 concentration was<1011 molecules cm-3 in the
reactor as measured by the maximum change inτ0 upon addition
of NO to the ring-down cell. Thermal decomposition of N2O5

produced both NO2 and NO3. The NO3 reacted with NO to
produce two additional NO2 molecules. The resulting concentra-
tion of NO2 did not significantly reduce the empty cavity ring-
down time constant. The reaction sequence consumed less than
3% of the NO even at the lowest [NO] and the highest [N2O5].
Thus, the flow measurement was an accurate determination of
the NO concentration despite the presence of this reaction
sequence.

To measurek2, the rate constant for reaction (R2), nitric acid
served as both the excess reactant and the photolytic precursor
for OH radicals. A bubbler containing liquid nitric acid was
maintained between 278 and 298 K, and a variable carrier gas
flow passed through it to obtain gas-phase concentrations of
HNO3 between 1 and 7× 1016 molecules cm-3 in the reactor.
Alternatively, we used a temperature-controlled trap with a flow
of carrier gas passing over the liquid surface to draw away HNO3

vapor. The latter source produced smaller gas-phase NO2

contamination, but controlling the HNO3 concentration was more
difficult. Both sources gave total NO2 concentrations (measured
as above by observation of the change in the ring-down time
constant upon addition of HNO3 to the empty cavity) of less
than 4× 10-5 times that of the gas-phase nitric acid concentra-

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus used to measure the temporal profile of a reactant or a product on the time scale of the
ring-down signal.
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tion, similar to our previous observations.36 The low NO2

contamination level was not sufficient to affect the measurement
of k2.

The delay between photolysis and ring-down laser was
controlled by a home-built, computer-controlled device. The
repetition rate of the lasers was 10 Hz while measuringk1. To
record the empty cavity ring-down signals, the excimer laser
was fired 1.5 ms after the ring-down laser. To obtain kinetic
information, the excimer laser fired about 10µs after the ring-
down laser. The repetition rate for measuringk2 had to be
smaller (1-2 Hz) in order to allow the gas flow to completely
remove the reaction products in the time between successive
laser shots. In both experiments, we averaged 128 to 256
individual temporal profiles.

N2O5 and anhydrous HNO3 were synthesized, stored, and
handled by methods described previously,37,36with the exception
that we added a small amount of water to the anhydrous liquid
HNO3 to suppress N2O5 formation. The N2O5 concentrations
in the reactor for studies of reaction (R1) were measured by
absorption in a 100 cm long cell at 228 nm (Cd lamp), in which
the cross section was 1.2× 10-18 cm2 molecule-1.33 The HNO3

concentrations were similarly measured in a 50-cm cell using a
zinc lamp at 213.9 nm (σ(HNO3) ) 1.54 × 10-19 cm2

molecule-1).38 NO was purified by passing it through a silica
gel filled glass trap maintained at 155 K before filling a 12 L
glass bulb and diluting it (to 5%) with nitrogen.

Results

Reaction (R1), NO+ NO3 f 2 NO2. The rate coefficient,
k1, was determined by observing the temporal behavior of NO3

reactant during the ring-down time in the presence of various
concentrations of NO. The concentration of NO was always
much larger than that of NO3; thus, the rate of NO3 loss was
first-order in [NO3]. The first-order rate coefficient for the decay
of NO3 was

wherekd is the first-order rate coefficient for the loss of NO3

due to the removal from the observation zone and due to
reactions other than reaction (R1).

As explained earlier, acquisition of two ring-down signals,
one with and one without the absorber, simplified the determi-
nation of rate constants, as shown in Figure 2. The upper signal
in Figure 2a shows the ring-down intensity profile in the absence
of NO3 but with N2O5 and NO flowing through the cell. As
seen in the figure, the empty cavity ring-down was strictly
exponential over 3 orders of magnitude in intensity. Therefore,
the ring-down time constant in the absence of NO3 production
was well defined and provided the value ofτ0. The lower signal
shows a ring-down profile in which the NO3 concentration was
changing due to its reaction with NO after its production via
N2O5 photolysis. The nonexponential behavior of the ring-down
signal is readily apparent on the logarithmic scale of the figure.
The slope at long times is the same asτ0 because NO3 had
been removed due to reaction (R1).

Figure 2b shows the ratio of the two ring-down signals shown
in Figure 2a. The ratio is described by eq 10. The start of the
reaction, i.e., the photolytic production of NO3, is clear from
the discontinuity in Figure 2b. The ratio remains at unity until
the photolysis pulse; it changes instantaneously due to photolytic
production and then more slowly because of loss of NO3 via
reaction (R1). The scatter in the ratio at longer times limits the
observation time to approximately 300µs in this case. This time

scale depends on the initial NO3 concentration and the loss rate
constant for NO3, k1′. Longer times were achieved at smaller
initial NO3 concentrations and largerk1′ (high NO concentra-
tion). It should be noted that with a better transient digitizer
and more signal averaging, the usable time scale could be
extended. (We used an 8-bit digitizer.)

The measured ratio was fit to eq 10a using the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm and is shown as the solid line in Figure
2b. Varying thek1′ value by more than(5% gave a clearly
poorer fit, and thus demonstrated the sensitivity of this ratio to
the determined pseudo first-order rate constant. We fixed the
zero time at the measured value in these fits and allowed the
two fit parameters,k′ andR0, to vary.39 A variation in the time
limits over which the fit was carried out gave an estimate of
the uncertainty associated withk′. For example, a series of fits
to the data in Figure 2b beginning at the photolysis pulse and
ending at different times between 200 and 350µs produced
slightly differentk′ values, although the dependence of the end
limit on the fit was not systematic. For each ratio, we carried
out a series of fits over the appropriate time limits and took the
resulting average and standard deviation ask′ ( σ. The standard
deviations generally fell in the range of(5% of thek′ values
(see Table 1).

Figure 3a shows plots of the temporal profile of the ratio for
a few concentrations of NO. Here,k1′ values varied between
5000 s-1 to 55 000 s-1. The results of all of the measurements

k1′ ) k1 [NO] + kd (14)

Figure 2. (a) Ring-down temporal profiles in the absence (upper trace)
and presence (lower trace) of NO3 radicals whose concentration is
changing due to reaction (R1). (b) Ratio of the lower to the upper trace
from plot (a) (points) along with a fit to eq 10a (solid line). The
discontinuity that occurs at 12µs (arrow) results from photolytic
production of NO3 from N2O5, and the somewhat slower return to a
horizontal line is due to reactive NO3 loss.
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are summarized in Table 1, along with the pertinent experimental
conditions. Figure 3b shows a plot of the measured pseudo first-
order rate constants,k1′, as a function of NO concentration.
Clearly,k1′ varies linearly with [NO], and the slope of the line
is the second-order rate constantk1. The slope was derived from
a linear least-squares fit of thek1′ vs [NO] data to eq 14 to
obtaink1:

k1 ) (2.6 ( 0.2) × 10-11 cm3molecule-1s-1

The evaluated value for reaction (R1) is 2.6× 10-11

cm3molecule-1s-1 at 298 K.40 The quoted error limits in our
measurement are at the 95% confidence level and include the
precision of the slope from the fit plus additional estimated
systematic errors. The intercept,kd, in the above analysis was
(1800( 600) s-1. Although this intercept appears to be large,
it is quite small compared to the range ofk1′ values measured
(see Figure 3b). Any small changes inkd did not significantly
affect the derived value ofk1. We attach no significance to its
value being nonzero. Possible systematic errors in the NO
concentration measurements include calibration errors from mass
flow meters and pressure gauges ((6%) plus reactive loss of
NO with the NO3 from thermal decomposition of N2O5 ((3%),
described above.

During most of the measurements (e.g., all of the points in
Figure 3b), the ratio [NO3]0/k1′was held roughly constant by
maintaining a constant ratio between the NO flow and the flow
through the N2O5 reservoir. This procedure resulted in values
of 0.95 to 1.05 for cR0/k1′ in eq 10a. Because the ratio of the
signal to the background trace is exp(-cR0/k1′) at long times,
holding this ratio approximately constant ensures that all ratio
signals approach the same value (see Figure 3b). Thus, the
observation time is roughly constant at all [NO3] values, and
the fits to the data are more robust because we fix exp(-cR0/
k1′) to lie at reasonable values, i.e., in the range 0.32-0.38. In
a related set of experiments, we varied [NO3]0 over a factor of
4 at fixed [NO] (ork1′) to check for influence of this variation
on the measured rate constant; there was no systematic variation
of k1′ with R0 (see measurement nos. 11-17 in Table 1).

Reaction (R2), OH+ HNO3 f H2O + NO3. The temporal
profile of NO3, the product of reaction (R2), was monitored to
measurek2. Because [OH]0 was much less than [HNO3], the
reaction was first-order in [OH]. The temporal profile of NO3

product, therefore, was given by the first-order rate constant
for the loss of OH. If NO3 was not lost by any process after its
production, we should have observed a ratio given by eq 10b.
However, if there was a removal process for NO3, the temporal

profile of NO3 would have been an example of consecutive
reactions and would have been represented by eq 10c.

Figure 4a shows a typical ring-down signal. As the reaction
proceeds, the buildup of NO3 is evident by the monotonically
increasing slope of the ring-down signal. At longer reaction
times, the NO3 concentration reaches its maximum value and
the slope becomes nearly constant. If NO3 is not lost via a
reaction on the time scale of the experiments, this value would
be constant and only the physical removal from the cell would
constitute a loss. For comparison, the empty cavity ring-down
profile is also shown. This profile was obtained by firing the
photolysis laser 2-3 ms after the ring-down laser with HNO3

present in the cell. Clearly, the initial ring-down time constants
are the same in both the profiles. When NO3 generation begins,
the second profile shows the continuously decreasing ring-down
time constants as the concentration of NO3 increases in the
reactor.

Figure 4b shows the ratio of the ring-down profiles with and
without NO3 generation. Even at the low repetition rates used
in this experiment, the NO3 from the previous pulse was not
completely removed from the cell, as evidenced by a slight
reduction in the ring-down time constant relative to the one
obtained in an empty cavity. The observed removal rate of NO3

TABLE 1: Pseudo First-order Rate Constants for Reaction
(R1)a

No. [NO]/1014 molecules cm-3 k1′/103 s-1 R0/10-7 cm-1

1 8.20 24.0( 1.2 8.00( 0.16
2 13.5 36.5( 0.6 11.8( 0.1
3 3.30 9.9( 0.9 3.56( 0.09
4 16.8 44.4( 1.9 14.3( 0.3
5 10.2 28.1( 0.2 9.53( 0.03
6 4.89 14.8( 1.1 5.22( 0.12
7 1.60 5.0( 0.7 1.88( 0.05
8 11.9 32.8( 0.4 11.0( 0.1
9 15.0 40.9( 1.0 13.3( 0.1

10 20.0 53.5( 1.9 17.1( 0.3
11 6.55 19.1( 0.6 6.70( 0.07
12 6.63 18.8( 0.1 7.17( 0.05
13 6.70 19.2( 0.1 8.64( 0.05
14 6.68 18.4( 0.2 5.57( 0.05
15 6.66 18.7( 0.2 3.87( 0.05
16 6.63 18.5( 0.3 2.06( 0.04
17 6.56 18.3( 0.1 6.26( 0.05

a T ) 296 ( 1 K, P ) 50 ( 2 Torr, Bath gas) N2.

Figure 3. (a) Series of experimentally determined ratios (points) as
described by eq 10a for the loss of NO3 radicals via reaction (R1).
Each trace occurs at a different NO concentration and therefore a
different pseudo first-order rate constant,k1′. The solid lines are fits of
each trace to eq 10a. (b) Plot of best fit value for the pseudo first-order
rate constant,k1′, vs measured NO concentration. The slope of this
plot is the bimolecular rate constant,k1, for the reaction NO3 + NO f
2NO2.
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was sufficiently slow under constant flow conditions to justify
the assumption of a small steady background NO3 concentration.

In a separate set of experiments, the slow loss of NO3 after
its production was measured by recording the ring-down time
constants at a series of discrete delays between the photolysis
and the ring-down laser pulses after the completion of reaction
(R2). This experiment, carried out with delays of milliseconds,
was much the same as “conventional” photolysis-CRDS experi-
ments.7,18,26 The time constant for the slow NO3 removal
determined by this method was≈20 s-1, much smaller than
the rise times measured for reaction 2.

The data, such as those shown in Figure 4b, were fit to both
eq 10b and 10c using the nonlinear least squares procedure
described earlier. For fits to eq 10c, the temporal profile of NO3

is given by eq 7 withk2′ replacingkP′. The rough estimates of
the errors in obtained values ofk2′ were obtained in the same
way as in the determination ofk1′ (above). The value forkL′
was kept constant for all fits, whereas the two other fitting
parametersk2′ andR0 were varied. The result of using eq 10c
was to yield slightly larger values ofk2′ than those obtained by
fitting to eq 10b, although the difference is well within the
uncertainty of the fits.

Figure 5a shows four ring-down profiles in which [NO3]
varied due to its production via reaction (R2). The solid lines
are fits to eq 10b. Table 2 lists the values ofk2′ determined in

this study, along with other pertinent experimental conditions.
The range of the first-order rate constants measured here were
2000-11 000 s-1. We could not measure larger values because
the maximum [HNO3] was limited by its vapor pressure.

Figure 5b shows a plot of the measured first-order rate
constant as a function of [HNO3]. The slope of this plot gives
a bimolecular rate constant

k2 ) (1.57 ( 0.15)× 10-13 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.
Our previous result for reaction R2 gave 1.44× 10-13 cm3

molecule-1 s-1 at the same temperature and pressure.36 The
value ofkd was essentially zero (-399( 377 s-1). The quoted
error limits are at 95% confidence limit of the slope of the linear
least-squares fit and the estimated systematic errors in the

Figure 4. (a) Ring-down temporal profiles in the absence (upper trace)
and presence (lower trace) of NO3 radicals whose concentration is
changing due to production via reaction (R2). The initial slope in the
lower trace is the same as that for the empty cavity, and the slope at
long time is due to the empty cavity loss plus the final, approximately
constant, NO3 absorption, as the dashed line shows. (b) Ratio of the
lower to the upper trace from plot (a) (points) along with a fit to eq
10b (solid line). The arrow marks the time at which the photolysis
laser produced OH radicals.

Figure 5. (a) Series of experimentally determined ratios (points) as
described by eq 10 for the production of NO3 radicals via reaction (R2).
Each trace occurs at a different HNO3 concentration and, therefore, a
different pseudo first-order rate constant,k2′. The solid lines are fits of
each trace to eq 10b. (b) Plot of best fit value for the pseudo first-
order rate constant,k2′, vs measured HNO3 concentration. The slope
of this plot is the bimolecular rate constant,k2, for the reaction OH+
HNO3 f H2O + NO3.

TABLE 2: Pseudo First-order Rate Constants for Reaction
(R2)a

No. [HNO3]/1016 molecules cm-3 k1′/103 s-1 R∞/10-7 cm-1

1 2.33 3.53( 0.29 3.30( 0.24
2 4.39 6.61( 0.27 2.45( 0.06
3 6.49 9.83( 0.18 2.8( 0.03
4 5.70 8.23( 0.16 4.68( 0.06
5 2.90 3.78( 0.30 5.07( 0.34
6 1.53 2.04( 0.33 4.14( 0.64
7 3.69 5.47( 0.18 3.41( 0.08
8 5.50 8.20( 0.12 3.16( 0.02
9 7.02 10.82( 0.29 3.79( 0.02

10 3.85 5.60( 0.24 3.48( 0.11

T ) 296 ( 1 K, P ) 68-75 Torr, Bath gas) N2.
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[HNO3] measurements including flow meter calibrations ((6%)
and uncertainties in the HNO3 cross section at 214 nm ((4%).35

It is known that NO3 is produced vibrationally hot in the
photolysis of N2O5 and may also be excited in reaction 2. If
vibrationally excited NO3 relaxes to the ground state during the
measurements ofk1 and k2, the obtained values of the rate
coefficients will be in error. However, Torabi41 has shown that
the relaxation of NO3 (produced by N2O5 photolysis) is
essentially complete in 7µs in the presence of about 50 Torr
of He. Thus, only the first 3 or 4 points in an experimental
signal can be influenced by vibrational relaxation, and these
points were excluded from the fit.

IV. Discussion and outlook

The comparison between our measured values and previous
studies show the validity of the SKaR method for measuring
rate coefficients using cavity ring-down when the concentration
of the absorber is changing on the ring-down time scale. Our
measured value ofk1 is in excellent agreement with the evaluated
value.40 The rate coefficient for reaction (R1) is large, inde-
pendent of pressure and essentially independent of temperature.
Therefore, our measurements near room temperature in ap-
proximately 50 Torr of N2 can be compared with the literature
values. Our measured value ofk2, which varies with pressure
and temperature, can be compared with the recent measurement
from our laboratory.36 Under comparable pressure and temper-
ature conditions, our value is essentially the same as our previous
result.

As mentioned above, a measured ring-down profile can be
converted to a temporal profile of the absorber using Eq 13.
To demonstrate this principle, Figure 6 shows two such plots
of the derived NO3 concentration profiles, one for reaction (R1)
and another for reaction (R2). The solid lines in Figure 6, parts
a and b, are calculated NO3 profiles from the fitted values for
R0 and k′ obtained from the analysis of eq 10 described in the
preceding section. The agreement between the lines and the data
is good despite the large scatter. The main reason for this scatter
is the differentiation of the data with rather coarse time steps
of 1 µs. However, it is clear that the temporal profile of the
absorber can be obtained. The quality of the derived concentra-
tion profiles can be improved using finer time resolution, higher
digitization resolution, larger laser intensity, and higher signal
averaging.

The empty cavity ring-down time constant,τ0, determines
the range of pseudo first-order rate constants measurable with
the SKaR method. In our system, with a mirror reflectivity of
about 99.998% (τ0 ≈ 150 µs) and a base path length of≈100
cm, the maximum overall detection time was≈500µs. We have
showed here that pseudo first-order rate constants between 1000
and 60 000 s-1 can be measured with the SKaR method. Future
improvements in mirror technology will improve the versatility
of the technique. Elongating the cavity and using only a small
part of the cavity for chemical reactions will extend this duration
significantly. Therefore, we anticipate obtaining observation
times of a few milliseconds and thus reducing the smallest
measurable first-order rate constants to a few hundred per
second. The largest first-order rate constants that can be
measured will be controlled by the limitations inherent in many
kinetics systems such as thermalization of the reactants and
concentrations of reagents that can be used. Studies of second
order reactions are likely to be more limited as discussed in
section II. In the present study, in which the photolysis and
ring-down laser beams were orthogonal, radicals were present
only over a small length of the cavity (small value for LA/L).

Future improvements to our apparatus will include crossing the
laser beams at a small angle to improve the overlap and thus
the detection sensitivity.

It is also worth noting that fitting the ring-down profiles to
a simple kinetics scheme leads to high quality data because the
whole profile is utilized. Therefore, the method used here may
be a better way to extract rate data when the rate expression
for the reaction can be analytically solved. However, it should
also be possible to numerically integrate a set of reactions and
obtain a temporal profile that can be converted to a ring-down
signal. Then, one could carry out a fit of a ring-down profile to
any arbitrary sequence of reactions that make up a specific
mechanism.

The SKaR method should find applications in situations where
the generation of the experimental conditions such as temper-
ature, pressure, and composition cannot be maintained for long
periods of time. Examples include shock tubes for high
temperature studies, a Laval nozzle or pulsed beam for very
low temperature measurements, and IR laser heating for high
temperature studies. Also, it may be possible to follow the
evolution of transient species, such as vibrationally excited
molecules using the SKaR technique.
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